ASSOCIATED STUDENTS OF MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY
GENERAL ASSEMBLY

FIFTY-THIRD SESSION

BILL NO. 53-67
INTRODUCED BY: Braxton SECONDED BY: Aridi

A BILL TO: Allocate $3,200 to the College of Engineering to purchase white boards for project 3211

THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS OF MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY ENACT:

WHEREAS, The removal of the engineering library last academic year, engineering students was provided with limited spaces to study with in the college of engineering; and,

WHEREAS, Engineering study groups and students were forced to study in unsuitable study spaces such as DEC labs, over capacitated study rooms, and laboratories; and,

WHEREAS, Students who used DEC labs to study without using DECs computers forced Computer Science Engineering to use other labs that were not equip for their study; and,

WHEREAS, The Dean of the College of Engineering, the Associate Dean, the Provost, and the College of Engineering representatives made it a priority to address the need for additional study spaces for Engineering students; and,

WHEREAS, The Provost hired a contractor to renovated the attic area in Anthony Hall for engineering students to use. This space will have study tables, chairs, new lighting, power and Wi-Fi. If the space is well used, the Dean of the College of Engineering promised improvements and expansions in the future.

WHEREAS, ASMSU’s College of Engineering Representatives worked with the College of Engineering to pay for a HP Laser Jet Enterprise M806x Printer in this study space.

WHEREAS, White boards will give the study space an amenity Engineering students can use for group meetings and interest to use this space rather than DEC labs.

RESOLVED, ASMSU will allocate $3,200 from the General Fund to the College of Engineering to purchase white boards for project 3211 for the spring 2017 Semester.

INTRODUCED ON 03.30.2017

REFERRED TO Finance COMMITTEE ON 03.30.2017

SPECIAL ACTION TAKEN Sent to GA DATE 04.04.2017

COMMITTEE ACTION X 9-1-0 03.30.2017

PASSED FAILED VOTE DATE

FINAL ACTION TAKEN X 21-0-0 04.04.2017

PASSED FAILED VOTE DATE
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